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KILLVOLUME&RESIZING            BY: MORTEZA AHMADI  

Hello everyone, this is Morteza Ahmadi  

In this tutorial we are going to learn a lot of things 

1. How to decrease the density of a particular part of 

Fluid 

 

 

 

 

 

2. How to delete a specific part of fluid  

 

 

 

 

 

3. How to resize fluid container properly 

 

 

 

 

 

So what are you waiting for? Aren’t you excited to learn them? well jump to part 1 right NOW!. 

 

 

 



PRAY AND FAMILY LICENSE 

Always read this part, some of my tutorials may have a different licenses  

Do not sell this Tutorial 

Do not make another tutorial from this tutorial (translation and ….) 

Tell me if you make something base on this tutorial, I would love to see how you used it 

 

Important: 

 

1. If You Learn Something From This Tutorial: 

Thank God for What You Have Learned (You Can Simply Say "Thank You God")  

Also Pray For Me [Both Life And After Life] (Pray Something Good :D )  

Pray For Your Success And Your Afterlife. 

2. If This Is the Tutorial That You Were Looking For, For a Long Time or you just enjoyed this a lot: 

You should spend 3 hour without computer or your phone with your family, see what is going on their minds, things that 
they like, just talk, play and have fun with them, maybe going out and eat something together. 

Sometimes we are living in the same room but we are so far from each other. 

 

Married: that means your wife and kids + call your parents and see how they are doing (passed away?! Just pray for them) 

Single: that means your parents or brothers and sisters. 

 

Special Cases: 

We really can’t get along well: then 30min will do just fine. 

No you don’t understand we REALLY can’t get along: ok then the whole point of this license is to make your life better, 
sometimes an stupid mistake has led us into a fight and we are not calling or meeting our family anymore and we are 
happy and won’t understand it until a day where you just look back at life and just wish you were acting different and 
spending more time with them. 

If it can lead to a fight just ask about them from other people who knows them and see how they are doing. And pray for 
them (health, happiness, wisdom, wealth…) 

This One Is Not Necessary: 

But If You Make Money By Using These Techniques, Consider Donate A Little Too. 

 

Always Make Good Stuff with Your Knowledge. 



PART 1: MAKING FLUID 

Hey hey hey, hold it right there sir, Did you just really jumped to this part? Without even reading the 

license!?!? Didn’t I told you that some tutorials have different licence. 

As matter of fact this tutorial doesn’t even have part 1 that was just a test. 

Now get yourself back and read license page and you better do it right now. 

 

What? You did read it! Well Ok then. 

LET’S GET IT STARTED 

1. Make you fluid and simulation as you 

like 

 

2. Enable AutoResize 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Now select your fluid and create a 

second emitter 

 

4. Set Emitter Type to “Volume”  

 

5. Set Density Method to “Replace” 

 

6. Set Density/Voxel/Sec to “ 0.0001 “ 

 

After you set that number maya may show it as “0“ that’s ok. It won’t work if you set it to higher 

values like “0.1” or “0.01” and it will emit density 



So keep that in mind you should use a very very low value and also the higher the resolution the 

lower this value should be otherwise the emitter will emit density. 

If you are working on a temp low res Fluid and you used 0.01 and everything works fine you 

should know that after you increase resolution to something like 150 the emitter will start emitting 

density. 

 

 

Fluid Dropoff: 

This is where you decide what this emitter is going to do. 

 

1. If you set drop off to “2” or “3” or higher values the only thing it will do is to resize fluid 

container to include this emitter. 

 

This is how my simulation look like without using 

second emitter to resize the container. 

You can also use AutoResize Margin to resize 

the container a little better but not only it doesn’t 

work that good but it also resize container in all 

direction which will lower performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And this is how my simulation looks like when 

using a second emitter for resizing container 

before fluid reach to top 

You can see how much it looks better and don’t 

forget you can animate the emitter to slowly 

resize the container, this way you wont lose too 

much performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. If you set drop off to a value lower than 

“2” then the emitter will decrease the fluid’s 

density 

 

I have to say that these numbers may change 

based on size of your container and its 

resolution but most of time it will. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. If you set drop-off to “0” 

Then nothing can get inside the emitter’s volume 

and that’s our kill volume. 

 

 

 

Ok, that is it. 

Have fun. Enjoy your life  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Make a fluid container 

This will make a fluid container and an emitter 

 

2. Set all prameters like the image blow. 

Since our fluid will goes upward, we will have the 

maximum size in Y axis. So resolution.H must be more 
than other two. (It’s easier to just set Base Resolution 

to maximum res that you want) 

Resolution of 120 is for our final output you can set it 
to lower resolutions for testing purposes. (30 60 30 

will do just fine) 

 

Warning: if you have Auto resize Enabled, then your 

fluid will cross its max resolution 

 

Remember: Size of Fluid container can make a huge 

difference in final result. 

 

 

 

3. Move emitter to the bottom of container 

 

 

 

 

 



From emitter’s attribute: 

4. Go to frame 20 set a key for emitter’s “Rate” 

5. Go to frame 21 set the rate to 0 and make another 
key. 

Add as much key as you want. 

 

Get back to fluid shape attributes: 

6. [Optional] enable “High detail Solve” 

It’s not really necessary, for some special effects 

it’s even better to leave that off. 

7. Set SimulationRateScale to “2” 

 

8. Set dissipation to 0.3 or more. 

This will make the fluid disappear before it reach 

the top of container 

 

9. Set Swirl to 6 

Most of fluid’s detail comes from this Value 

And that is it. 

SHADING 

Set transparency to 0.236 

Most of fluid’s detail comes from this Value 

10. Make a color ramp 

 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 6 

Position 0 0.07 0.190 0.409 0.530 1 

HSV 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 211  0.68  5.08 338  0.92  0.88 20  0.51  0.16 

Remember: 

In Maya when you are working with HSV you are not limited to max value of 1 



Here you can see the effect of setting V to higher value Than 1 

Pretty Cool ha!! 

11. Set Color input to Density 

12. Set input bias to 0.48 

 

 

 

13. Change the Curve to look like the front 
image 

I am usually using IPR when I am making these 

Curves, because changing one of the point’s 

position or value can make a huge difference in 

render result. (When dealing with these low 

density curves not all the detail are visible in viewport) 



If you render now, our fluid will look a little noisy which is amazing and I like it a lot but if for some reasons you 

don’t want that do the next step 

14. Set contrast tolerance to 0.010 

You can also increase quality if you want (just know that sometimes increasing quality will make you 

lose detail) 

Ooh! And by the way you should render your scene with mental ray 

QuickNote: this tutorial is old, I just test it in Maya 2016 and you should either disable ColorManagment or set 

it to raw to make it look like the images in this tutorial. 

 

ALRIGHT EVERYONE THANK YOU FOR READING MY TUTORIAL, I USUALLY TRY TO MAKE MY 

TUTORIALS EASY TO FOLLOW SO I HOPE YOU ENJOYED IT A LOT AND MORE IMPORTANTLY 

FOUND IT USEFUL. 

THANKS TO ALL THOSE NICE PEOPLE WHO LEAVE COMMENT, EMAIL ME ABOUT MY TUTORIALS 

AND SCRIPTS AND ALL THOSE DEAR FRIENDS WHO BUYS MY PRODUCTS, IF YOU SEE A NEW 

TUTORIAL OR PRODUCT IN WEBSITE YOU SHOULD KNOW THAT YOU ARE THE TRUE REASON THAT 

I MADE THAT. 

I AM MORTEZA AHMADI AND I SEE NEXT TIME ;) 


